
2 in 1 - bathtub 
screens



Our bathtub screens have been made with particular attention to the form 
and details. Their diverse designs  helps match the product to each bathroom 
arrangement. We want to give the client a non-intrusive product
what allows you to create the perfect bathing space.

The bathtub screen is a practical solution that is perfect especially for small 
bathrooms. It is an almost perfect product. It allows you to meet the needs 
of bathing and showering funs. 

Bathtub and shower enclosure installed in one bathroom, can be impossible for 
many users. The bathtub screen is yours a kind of compromise that gives us a lot 
of freedom in further arranging the space. The different designs of screens allow you 
to choose the best way to create your bathing area. We offer one-element fixed or 
two-moveable elements bathtub screens from the Free Line or Free Line II series, one-
element movable from the Prestige III series and bathtub screens with sliding doors in 
the TX5 series, which can be combined with fixed wall and create the corner bathtub 
screen construction. Their main rule is to protect the bathroom against water splashing. 
An additional advantage of bathtub screens is their easy installation. It consists above 
all on attaching profiles or hinges to the wall, installing walls or doors and proper product 
leveling. Accurate installation ensures trouble-free use.

Advantages

Top view of the        
PW2/FREEII bathtub 

screen with WP/FREE 
rectangular bathtub



series Prestige III, Free Line II

Two-pieces bathtub screens PW2/FREEIIOne-piece bathtub screens PW1/FREEII

One-piece bathtub screens KW/PRIII in 
matt black colour

One-piece bathtub screens KW/PRIII in 
shiny silver colour



series Free Line, TX, Classic

Bathtub sliding KW-2-cBathtub sliding door 
DTr-c-W

Bathtub sliding KW-3-c

Bathtub sliding door D2-W/TX5b Bathtub screen based on D2-W/TX5b and 
additional side wall SS0-W/TX5b 

One-piece bathtub screens PW1/FREETwo-pieces bathtub screens PW1/FREE

Full information on our website
 www.sanplast.pl


